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●ROAD SAFETY

A range of factors, not just highway design, can lead to road accidents

‘I doubt whether any highway safety
engineer in the country was not already
aware of the problems [identified in the
report] well in advance,’ he says.
Within his area, the notorious A573 ‘Cat
and Fiddle’ Macclesfield to Buxton route
scores no stars in the EuroRAP study. This
road enters the Peak District National Park
and is a twisting, hilly route, but there are
huge environmental constraints to any realignment. ‘It would be extremely difficult
to do even if we were allowed to do it,’ adds
Hughes.
The council has been aware of the problems with the route for some time and
has tried to work up proposals to improve
safety, including high-visibility road markings and signage. However, the national
park authority has not favoured them on
the grounds of environmental intrusion.
Hughes contends that, on routes like
this, driver education is the key, particularly as the council faces the additional
problem of the route’s high popularity with
motorcyclists. ‘The twisting, hilly nature of
the road is advertised on websites as a
good route for motorcyclists to pits their
wits. Unfortunately, dry stone walls are not
particularly forgiving if they lose control.’
Hughes also raises concern about another major finding of the research – the
threat posed by roadside structures. He
cites a case where a vehicle left the road
and collided with a single object in the
middle of a field – something that, he argues, is impossible to account for.
‘Wholesale protection of roadside structures is impractical and, I imagine, would
be horrendously expensive,’ he says.
Cheshire has carried out work on the
issue and found that collision with roadside features is predominantly a rural
problem and is now looking at options to
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make structures safer, such as the use of
‘Lattix’, low-impact columns for structures.
‘Local authorities are not standing still on
these issues,’ he adds.
‘Engineers are already well aware of
the problems on these sites,’ AA Foundation and CSS road safety researcher John
Bullas says. He suggests that highway
officials should use the EuroRAP findings
positively to highlight the improvements
in accidents figures they have achieved
following, and leading up to, the period of
EuroRAP data collection. Certain factors
not widely publicised may even make
‘their’ sites more problematic than
most.
‘It is impossible to reduce accidents to
nil with finite budgets and resources, combined with the wildcard that is the behaviour of the road user,’ he says. ‘Every authority has to prioritise and all their efforts
over the past decades have resulted in just
a cluster of EuroRAP “black lines” for the
UK rather than a “spider’s web”.’
The AA Foundation claims to already
be aware of some of the issues raised by
the engineering community and now
wants to communicate, in greater detail,
the findings of the work to a wider technical audience.
‘I think that what we need to do now is
work with the County Surveyors Society
and groups like that,’ head of policy research, Dr Steve Lawson, says. The foundation now aims to fix up workshops ‘so we
can show and explain exactly what has
been done so far’.
Lawson regards feedback as invaluable
to the project’s future development. This
is not just an empty promise, a point
underlined by the amendments already
made to the data as a direct result of such
input. ‘We are still exploring what the actual messages are to come out of the work,’
he admits.
Highlighting problems across the road
network was inevitably going to draw a
mixed response from those whose task it is
to deliver safety improvements on the
ground – a testament to the emotive nature
of the subject.
But EuroRAP and studies like it should
not be seen as an affront on the effort of
highway authorities.
Road safety certainly does not respect
highway authority boundaries, so sharing
good practice across the disciplines – in
engineering, education and enforcement –
both here and with our continental neighbours, can only be beneficial in the long
term.
As Lawson says: ‘The future years are
going to be very interesting as we draw
in more countries and refine our methods.’
Real progress, it appears, will depend on
the effort and opinion of all interest
groups.
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For more details on EuroRAP, visit
www.eurorap.org

